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Annotation : The destruction of the Bekovich-Cherkassky expedition and the failure of 

the Perovsky campaign in 1839 had not yet left the minds of the Russian generals. Khiva, the 

third of the Uzbek khanates, posed a serious threat to the colonists with its independence. At 

the end of 1872, at a secret council led by the minister of war in Petersburg, with the 

participation of the governors-general of Turkestan, Orenburg and the viceroy in the 

Caucasus, it was decided to invade Khiva Khanate. 
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ENTER  After the Khan of Khiva failed in his attempts to settle the matter 

peacefully, he convened a military council, drew up plans for defense and mobilized his 

generals against the enemy invaders. The Uzbek and Turkmen youths under the 

leadership of Matmurod Devonbegi, Mahmud Yasovulbashi, Yakubbek Kalmaq, 

Eltuzar Inoq and Baba Mehtar set out in two groups to repulse the attack of the 

Russian troops. General Veryovkin marched to the call and occupied Khojayli and 

Mangit fortresses despite suffering casualties. Later, Khazorasp, the old fortress of 

Khorezm, was captured. Commander-in-Chief von Kaufman made this fortress his 

residence and base for his advance. May 29 , 1873 of the Russians main forces at the 

gates of Khiva appear they were Muhammad Rahim Khan II Khivani own available 

forces with defense by doing not to be eye arrived , Izmiqshor on the side Turkmen to 

the farm  to leave forced it happened. 

 DISCUSSION Muhammad Merciful Hivaga back stranger invaders shed 

demand , all precious items , 300 manuscripts the work Petersburg they sent 

 On August 12 , 1873 Gandhimian in the village of von Kaufman truce contracts 

Muhammad Merciful attention link did  To this according to of Amudarya right coasts 

at the disposal of Russia Russian ships passed Amudarya across swimming for all 

opportunities was created . Russian merchants khanate in the area free trade to do , 

Amudarya left on the shore trade warehouses to build the right they took Khanate of 

Khiva is a vassal of Russia becoming a khanate 2,000,000 soums  compensation to pay 

obligation loaded . to citizens of Russia in the khanate immovable property buy to get 

permission given  
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 The Russian Empire to the Khanates of Bukhara and Khiva against war take 

going years knock it out in the khanate deep political and economic crisis judgment 

driving was  In 1875 more than 200 around person collected Steel house To the other 

come to the house against big risk gave birth To them vs. Khan Isa Saint Abdurrahman  

Sunbather and Garlic The door led by 4000 people soldier sent  However, on July 28 , 

1875 big officials own army with , of Khudoyar Khan son Andijan governor 

Nasriddinbek has 5000 people army with rebels towards passed and united .  Actually 

and that of the empire aggression against forces to collect tried and in this place own 

movement Emir of Bukhara asked and of Tashkent the most authoritative from people 

one has been He sent a letter to Saidazimboys . Knock it out in the khanate people 

actions and Khudoyarkhan's escape behind surface came heavy situation to the Russian 

government hand came  On August 20 , 1875, under the leadership of Kaufman troops 

by Mahram of the castle acquisition khanate fate intermittently solution did  Nasriddin 

Khan with Kaufman agreement of the people anger woke up . Steel house around 

collected of the khan famous officials Andijan's Cauliflower in the village calling him 

Khan announcement they did Kaufman went to Andijan under the leadership of 

Trotsky and Skobelev big armed forces sent  October month in their heads Andijan 

Russians by was trampled .  Some to information than in Andijan 20,000 people were 

killed personally under the leadership of Skobelev . 

SOLUTION Steel house Not at all defeat after meeting In Asaka settle down and 

fight continue makes and Osh , Andijan , Margilonni occupies  Also , Abdurrahman 

Sunbather too to the enemy surrender it happened On January 28 , 1876 In Uchkurgan 

defeat encountered Polatkhan in the Aloy Valley last forces was crushed with . 1876  

February in the month knock it out siege after doing Nasriddin Khan surrender it 

happened and Abdurahman Sunbather with To Tashkent sent  knock it out khanate 

terminated and replaced by Ferghana province organize General Skobelev became the 

military governor  was appointed . 
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